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 “There is no finish line,” declares one of 
the game’s voiceover announcers in the 
opening cutscene that introduces the 
concept of Onrush, and it’s not lying. 
Getting ahead of the pack isn’t the aim 
here – in fact, it can be a hindrance. Nor 
do you need to worry about falling 
behind, because the game will 
automatically catch you up with the 
pack. Instead, the focus is on mechanical 
mayhem, vehicular violence, automotive 
annihilation… Smashing cars into one 
another at speed, basically. 

You control one car or bike in a team 
of six, working together to drive through 
gates or slam rivals into walls (the 
objective changes depending on the 
game mode). But whatever you’re 
playing, the key to victory is building up 

your boost meter by narrowly missing 
obstacles, jumping over ramps, or 
ploughing through the AI-controlled 
‘fodder’ vehicles. 

As you burn off the boost, moving 
along at beautifully unrealistic speeds, 
a second meter fills: Rush. And, as 
you might expect from a 
feature that lends its name 
to the entire game, this is 
where the real fun lies. 
Not only does it push 
you to even more 
eye-blistering speeds, it 
activates a vehicle-specific 
superpower. Maybe it’ll drain 
boost from nearby opponents, or 
drop walls of energy that slow down 
vehicles in your wake. Or maybe it’ll just 

put a big energy-field battering ram on 
the front of your car, making it easier to 
run down any fools who get in your way.

Mean cross code
At this point, you’re likely thinking that 

Onrush sounds an awful lot like 
Burnout, Criterion’s classic 

series of ’00s car 
crashers – and you 

wouldn’t be wrong. The 
stunt-fuelled boost bar, 
the slow-motion 

takedowns, even the 
faintly irritating DJ voiceover 

are all present here. But in 
decoupling the collisions from the 

more traditional racing elements, Onrush 
takes it one step further, similar to the 
way in which Rocket League features 
cars, yet isn’t a racing game.

Dig deeper beneath the surface, and 
you’ll find that Onrush is closest to an 
online team shooter such as Overwatch. 
The majority of game modes are 
borrowed from shooter staples. 

onRUsh
L

 et’s be honest. Modern racing games, in 
their continuing quest for verisimilitude, 
can sometimes be rather stuffy – all about 
fiddling with incremental upgrades in 
digital garages and carefully sticking to 
perfect racing lines as you take each 

corner. That might be fine for dedicated gearheads, but 
occasionally you just want to be rewarded with a 
room-shaking ‘vroom’ for pressing the right trigger and ram 
other cars off the damn track. Good news, then, for anyone 
who doesn’t fancy respecting the rules of the road – 
Codemasters’ latest features cars, but it’s not a racing game. 

Better to Burnout than fade away

“good neWs FoR anYone Who
doesn’t FanCY ResPeCting the
Rules oF the Road”
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     Lockdown is ‘king of the hill’ on wheels, 
as teams tussle to have the most vehicles 
inside a circle which is constantly moving 
forward. Switch is a deathmatch mode, 
giving every player three lives and 
awarding victory to the last one standing 
– or should that be last car rolling?

Picking which car or bike you’re going 
to drive is analogous to choosing a class 
in a Battlefield game or a hero in 
Overwatch. Each comes with a distinct 
set of special abilities, encouraging you 
to play in a certain way. The Dynamo, for 
example, is essentially a support class: it 
drops boost pick-ups for teammates and, 
when Rush is activated, gives a boost to 
any cars it passes. The hulking Titan, built 
to take down enemy vehicles as well as 
to provide a protective shield to nearby 
allies, is Onrush’s answer to Overwatch’s 
classic tank Reinhardt.

Like any modern online shooter, 
Onrush also comes with a post-game 
stats screen, highlighting the MVP and 

other notable bits of play, and, of course, 
a level-up progress meter, racking up 
points after every match towards the 
next unlock. Fear not, however. The 
unlocks are all cosmetic: new chassis for 
cars, costumes for characters, and 
colourful tombstone icons that drop 
whenever you crash. 

These come in lootboxes, which can 
be bought with in-game money. There 
are no microtransactions here currently, 
though the hooks are certainly in place if 
Codemasters ever decided to add them. 
But, vitally, the game is generous with its 
unlocks, and none of these extras give 
players a head start.

Shooters aren’t the only source that 
Onrush draws inspiration from. The 
mobs of ‘fodder’ vehicles you can smash 
up to get a boost owe a debt to DOTA and 
other MOBAs. The colourful character 
designs and end-of-game celebrations 
feel like they could be lifted straight out 
of veteran arcade racer Crazy Taxi. And 

the thrill of joining a stampede of cars to 
chase down a lone enemy is the closest 
you’ll come to dying historic on Mad 
Max’s Fury Road.

Vroom for one more
Onrush is a heady mix of influences, then, 
tumbled together in the game’s constant 
headlong rush forward. This means it can 
take a while to get used to, because while 
each component part might be familiar 
on its own, they’ve never collided quite 
like this before.

Luckily, there’s a single-player 
campaign, tied together with a very loose 
story, to gradually introduce all of the 
game’s ideas, one game mode and 
vehicle class at a time. All along the way, 
match challenges – for example, taking 
down 20 fodder cars or pulling off three 
in-air tricks on a motorbike – help guide 
you towards new tactics and encourage 
you to test out each vehicle’s abilities.

But even after you’ve settled into a 
nice rhythm, and have adjusted to the 
strange rules of Onrush’s racetracks, the 
flow of each match can be a little hard to 
follow. The screen is plastered in 
readouts. At the bottom, you’ve got your 
boost and Rush meters. At the top, there’s 
a scoreboard showing who’s in the lead, 

“the moBs oF ‘FoddeR’ vehiCles 
You Can smash uP oWe a deBt
to dota and otheR moBas”

Post-battle celebration dances, 
and other cosmetic items, are 
found in loot boxes.

 Wot, no sPLit-
sCREEn?  
 Online play is exhaust-ing 

 Onrush does a lot to return to 
the golden age of arcade 
racers, but there’s one 

glaring omission from its modes: the 
ability to play with a friend next to 
you on the sofa. 

 With dozens of cars and a dense 
UI, a split-screen mode might speed 
your next trip to the optician’s, but 
surely it would all be worth it. Think 
of the bragging rights you’d earn as 
you nudged your mate into a 
concrete pillar (and in the game!). 
Imagine the sheer joy of watching 
simulated car crashes together. 
Onrush feels custom-made for late 
nights laughing in front of the telly, 
but, alas, it’s not to be. 

Review
The Final Verdict!
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Judgement

It tears up the driver’s manual of 
racing games.

The slow-motion crashes are 
worthy of Burnout itself.

loves…

It can be difficult to know how 
much you’re contributing.

Multiplayer is limited to online, 
with no option for couch play.

hates…

Need for Speed Payback
A decent but unremarkable racer, 
which traded in the series’ traditional 
cops-and-robbers car chases for 
slow-motion takedowns.

Better than…

Worse than…

Burnout Paradise
The pinnacle of car-on-car violence, 
with an open world full of billboards to 
smash. Take me down to the Paradise 
City, oh won’t you please take me home.

It looks like an arcade 
throwback, but 
Onrush takes racers 
to new places – if not 
always successfully.
Alex Spencer

76%

Onrush is pretty 
much the same 
online or offline – the 
only real difference is 
the knowledge that, 
when you slam into 
the side of someone’s 
motor, a real person 
somewhere is 
cursing your name.

online
and the current status of all players. It’s 
an impossible amount of information to 
process at speed, and the game is 
constantly encouraging you to take your 
eye off the road. At which point you’ll 
inevitably end up with a tree embedded 
in what used to be your engine block. 

This contributes to Onrush’s biggest 
problem: an occasional sense of 
aimlessness. Glancing up to see how the 
bar at the top of the screen is ticking 
along makes the progress of each match 
feel removed from what you’re actually 
doing in the moment. As you’re racing as 
part of a larger team, it’s easy to lose 
track of how much you’re really 
contributing towards victory by pushing 
rivals off the road and managing not to 
drive into any walls.

All too often, the message that your 
team is victorious will come as a 
complete surprise, and a bit of an 
anti-climax. “Oh cool,” you think, “we 
won… but how?”

Mode-orstorm
Onrush does a lot to combat this 
problem. The end-game MVP shoutouts 
help unpick who really did contribute, 
albeit after the fact, and the replays of 
each takedown come with a mini 

scorecard showing how often you and 
your victim – or assailant, if you’re 
unlocked – have wrecked each other this 
match. It’s a neat way of building 
inter-player rivalries, and weaving 
miniature stories through every game.

The sense of aimlessness is also more 
pronounced in some modes than others. 
In Overdrive, where both teams aim to 
gather and burn off a set amount of 
boost before their opponent, victory can 
feel particularly abstract. But it’s much 
less of an issue in Countdown, the closest 
thing Onrush has to a straightforward 
race. That mode lays out arcade-style 
gates along the track, while a timer ticks 
down. Drive through one, and you’ll add a 
couple of seconds to your team’s clock. 
Let the timer hit zero, and you lose. Even 
if you don’t engage with the main cluster 
of cars, there’s a satisfying clarity to 
pushing back the countdown.

The single best mode, though, is 
undeniably Switch, where you have to 
detach and reattach two Joy-Con as 
quickly as… oh no, sorry, wrong notes. 
Switch is the aforementioned 
deathmatch mode, where each player 
starts out life riding a vulnerable 
motorbike. With each inevitable crash, 
they’re bumped up to the next heaviest 

vehicle class – but it also eats up one of 
their lives. The waters are muddied a 
little, because players with zero lives do 
stay in the game, but it’s much easier to 
understand how you’re faring when it’s 
just a case of knowing how many lives 
you have left. 

Switch also creates beautifully 
climactic moments, as entire teams 
swarm the opposing team’s final survivor, 
as they try desperately to escape. It’s one 
of the few times when, at the end of a 
match, you never feel like a win or loss 
came out of nowhere.

For a game founded on such simple 
pleasures – the growl of a loud engine,  
a metal-deforming crash, going really 
flipping fast – a game of Onrush can be a 
surprisingly abstract experience. The 
moment-to-moment experience of 
driving feels great, and you’re never 
bogged down in car customisation. But 
next to the simple objective of ‘cross the 
finish line first’ in regular racing games, 
your actions can often feel distant from 
the bigger picture. It’s exciting to see 
Codemasters smashing through the 
boundaries of the genre where it made 
its name, but sometimes you wish 
Onrush would stick to the road a  
little more often. n 

Between scores, meters, challenges and other players, 
the screen gets very crowded. Watch out for that tree!

Seeing how you got taken down on the Wreckcam is as 
excruciating as it is useful.

Photo Finish
Crash, bang, wallop, what a picture

A
s we’re pretty sure Ferris Bueller once said: “Cars move 
pretty fast. If you don’t stop and take pics once in a 
while, you could miss them.” Wisely taking Ferris’ 
advice – and following in the tyre marks of every other 

shiny game released in recent years – Onrush includes a photo 
mode on its pause menu.

It’s a remarkably thorough offering, with the ability to control 
not just aperture, focal distance, and exposure, but to adjust the 
shutter speed of your virtual camera. As any real-world 
photographer will tell you, when you’re dealing with these kinds 
of speeds, that last setting is vital. Keep the shutter speed at the 
default setting and you’ll have a nice opportunity to admire the 
paint job on your car – but you’ll likely find the results are a little 
static, because everything will be frozen. Turn it down to the 
minimum, however, and your pictures will really come to life. 

A slow shutter speed causes all moving objects to blur, the way 
they would if you tried to capture them with a real camera. The 
advantage of this in-game camera being virtual, however – apart 
from not having to risk life and limb running out into the middle of 
the track to capture the perfect shot to faff around with things like 
tripods – is that you can choose to lock it to the speed of your car, 
meaning you’ll be in perfect focus while opponents streak past. 
The results are so good we might have got ourselves into some 
completely unnecessary crashes, just so we could grab a cool 
photo of the ensuing destruction.

onrush
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